
Former  ‘Bachelor’  Jason
Mesnick  Surprises  Celebrity
Love Molly Malaney for Fifth
Wedding Anniversary

By Emma L. Wells

It has always been a tradition for celebrated jeweler Neil
Lane  to  offer  a  selection  of  engagement  rings  before
the finale of The Bachelor. Jason Mesnick and celebrity love
Molly Malaney met during season 13 of the reality TV show,
but Malaney never received one of these coveted rings because
she was technically the runner-up. Now that this famous couple
has been married for five years, Mesnick wanted to rectify the
situation by giving his wife a new engagement ring for their
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anniversary. Malaney told People.com, “The past five years
have been the most amazing years of my life because of Jason.
Our relationship and love started all because of The Bachelor
franchise, and Neil has been such a meaningful person within
the franchise, so I am so honored to have a piece of that
relationship…This  is  the  most  amazing  gift  I’ve  ever
received!”

This  reality  TV  star  gave  his
celebrity love a beautiful ring for
their recent anniversary. What are
some ways you can make sure your
romantic surprise goes off without
a hitch?

Cupid’s Advice:

While diamonds are always a great way to show you care, little
romantic surprises are also beneficial for relationships and
love.  Cupid has some relationship advice to help you pull
them off without any issues:

1. Be unexpected: Thoughtful presents are a wonderful way to
demonstrate that you’ve been listening to your partner. Give
them something they want but aren’t expecting. If you pay
attention, they are bound to mention something you can keep in
mind!

Related Link: ‘The Bachelor’ Stars Jason Mesnick and Molly
Malaney Share New Picture of Daughter Riley

2. Make it unique: Malaney’s ring was so romantic because her
celebrity love had it made especially for her. Go the extra
mile and give your significant other something unique and just
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for them. Even if it’s homemade, they’ll surely appreciate the
effort.

Related Link: 5 Bachelor and Bachelorette Couples We Can Learn
From

3. Ask for help: Surprises can be very hard to pull off,
especially when you’re excited about them. It doesn’t hurt to
ask a few friends to help you succeed. Also, make sure your
plans aren’t too elaborate it. Chances are, if you follow
these guidelines, your surprise will be a success!

How have you surprised your partner in the past? Tell us in
the comments below!
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